Bill threatens UT's foreign staff

Immigrants may have to wait 2 years for permanent legal status

"We believe it's good for this institution, our own faculty and our own students to have exposure to people from other countries ... We oppose any measures that seek to restrict our institution's ability to recruit such faculty," Derek Willard said.
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Not enough parking — Imagine that

Cary Jordan

The Daily Iowan

Thirty seconds into the University Book Store's "60 Second Shopping" shopping spree Thursday, UI junior Doug Lane collected an orb of sweatshirts and shorts, which he plans to use to clothe his ultimate frisbee team.

UI junior players ‘beat the clock’

Cary Jordan

The Daily Iowan

Like a bullfight from a ride, UI junior Doug Lane exploded into the aisles of the University Book Store with his sights set on one thing — clothes. With a charging crew of about 200 behind him, Lane shot straight to the back corner of the store and disappeared from sight of the rest of the crowd.

Lanec was the winner of the University Book Store's 60-second shopping spree. In only 60 seconds, he collected 200 dollars worth of UI apparel, which he plans to use to clothe his ultimate frisbee team.

Lanec said, "I'm in the UI ultimate frisbee team, so I wanted to get some new shirts and stuff for all of my teammates." The 200 dollar price was worth it to Lanec, who described the experience as "a dream come true.""I dreamed about running around that store," he said, "and when I woke up I had 200 dollars worth of laundry." Lane's ultimate frisbee team will be able to purchase new gear with the $200 worth of UI apparel that Lane collected in only 60 seconds.
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People in the News

Boot-scootin' good time with single farmers

Chad Graham

The Daily Iowan

Friday, March 1st

I never thought we'd get to "do the Watermelon," and I think I actually became an honorary mem-

ber of the farmers' organization. But with the help of a friend, I was able to score a...
Reproductive-rights lawyer fights Iowa legislation

Val R. Redeker

The Daily Iowan

One of the 100 most influential humanitarians in America, whose organization is representing the Emma Goldman Civic for Women in its suit against the city of Davenport, made her first visit to Iowa Thursday.

Karen Kolbert, vice president of The Center for Reproductive Law and Rights, has been defending the rights of women for more than 20 years.

"Our progress has been marred by legislative, judicial and violent setbacks, which have left us at some of the most vulnerable moments of society's history," Kolbert said.

The center is representing the Emma Goldman Civic in a suit against the city of Davenport, which has left some of its residents in custody and possession of a substance at 725 E. Street, Kolbert said, to try to stop the city from prosecuting residents for their reproductive rights.

Kolbert said she has been working on the case for more than two years, and that she has sought to protect reproductive rights for women in the city.

"I am extremely concerned about the climate we face today," Kolbert said. "We are in a new era of divisiveness, where we must preserve women's lives and ensure that women have the resources to meet the challenges that we face in the future."
March dedicated to honoring women

Kathy Phillips
Special to The Daily Iowan

International Women's Month is celebrated every year, aiming to highlight the contributions of women in every part of the community, and organizers hope local events will appeal to women from just as many different backgrounds.

Groups sponsoring events included the Student Government Association, the Women's Resource and Action Center, the Iowa City Community Planning Board, Cedar Rapids Chamber of Commerce and the History Department, the College of Liberal Arts and Social Sciences, the perfect great, the Office of International Student and Scholar Services, and the health clinics and anti-violence resources.

"Women's History Month is too backwards looking. The stereotype of Women's History Month in not very inclusive. International Women's Month, both more encompassing in the future and the present, as well as the past."

Laurie Haag, Women's Resource and Action Center administrator

The connections made between different departments and organizations may be one of the most important results of the month.

---

**STATE GOVERNMENT**

House passes bills to eliminate big money campaigns

Mary Neubauer

The Iowa House of Representatives passed two bills Thursday that would limit the amount of money candidates can spend on their campaigns.

DES MOINES — A House committee Thursday that would limit the amount of money candidates can spend on their campaigns without the approval of voters.

Under current state law, political candidates can spend as much as they want on their campaigns and even candidates themselves can give as much as they want to their campaigns. The House bill that would limit spending has passed the Senate, but it is uncertain if it will pass in both chambers.

"We're trying to improve the public perception of those campaigns," Rep. Chuck Geard, D-Benton, said of his bill approved by the House State Government Committee Thursday by the House State Government Committee.

The bill does not go far enough because it doesn't convince me to decrease the amount of money candidates can spend on their campaigns, said Rep. Pete Johnson, D-Shelby County.

The bill, known as the "Limiting Spending on Political Parties" bill, would limit campaign spending to $25,000 for each individual contribution and $50,000 for each individual campaign.

"By allowing individuals to contribute more than $5,000 to a political party,

RICHARD DREYFUSS in Mr. Holland's Opus

RICHARD DREYFUSS in Mr. Holland's Opus

The bill doesn't go far enough because it doesn't convince me to decrease the amount of money candidates can spend on their campaigns, said Rep. Pete Johnson, D-Shelby County.

The bill, known as the "Limiting Spending on Political Parties" bill, would limit campaign spending to $25,000 for each individual contribution and $50,000 for each individual campaign.

"By allowing individuals to contribute more than $5,000 to a political party.

Some committee members said the bill doesn't go far enough because it doesn't convince me to decrease the amount of money candidates can spend on their campaigns, said Rep. Pete Johnson, D-Shelby County.

The bill, known as the "Limiting Spending on Political Parties" bill, would limit campaign spending to $25,000 for each individual contribution and $50,000 for each individual campaign.

"By allowing individuals to contribute more than $5,000 to a political party."
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**LEGAL**

Women's Month Events

**Work One**

• Men, March 4 — Women's History Month Breakfast, Conrad Hilton, 10 a.m.

• Women, March 4 — A talk with Carmen Faith, former conductor of the University of Iowa Women's Chorus, presents a program of songs from the United Nations Women's Conference, 10 a.m.

• Saturday, March 4 — Women, March 4 — Women's History Month breakfast, Conrad Hilton.
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In plain English, the United States of America will not tolerate behavior unacceptable by the Cuban government. We will make sure that there will be laws of enormous impact.

Mike McCurry, White House press secretary

"In plain English, the United States of America will not tolerate behavior unacceptable by the Cuban government. We will make sure that there will be laws of enormous impact."
Buchananites see enemies, others seek unity

Gary Kuehn, Associated Press

COLUMBIA, S.C. — Talk is a frequent preoccupation of Pat Buchanan, a presidential hopeful who has nothing much to worry about. And so it was Thursday when he spoke to a small group of radio reporters outside his Edgewood Plaza hotel. Buchanan was asked about his campaign's seeming lack of cohesiveness. The question went unanswered, and Buchanan walked on.

"We think we ought to identify what we're up against," said Patrice Payle, a Republican in New Hampshire. "The Buchananites are our enemies."

The Buchananites, as his followers are known, have been formed as a reaction to what Buchanan saw as the Republican Party's move to the political center. Buchanan has been polling in the single digits in recent polls, and his campaign has been beset by internal disputes.

"We've got to stop this man," said Payle. "We need a leader who can bring us together."

Others, however, are more optimistic. "I think we're making progress," said a Buchanan supporter. "It's just going to take time for people to understand our position."
The diploma you purchased blank Champion reverse weave sweatshirt (10 colors available) and we will letter it with greek or free* (up to a $12.00 value)

Plus, you will also receive your choice of a FREE heavy-weight, screen printed Champion T-shirt or monogrammed Champion hat.

The changeover marks the end of the siege on Sarajevo under the terms of the Dayton peace agreement.
A bargain

Graduate assistants are challenging the traditional model for graduate training, which demands to be given the treatment they deserve.

Two years ago, graduate assistants made a radical move. They sat down in groups and formed the Graduate Assistant Union (GAU) to demand better treatment. They needed assurance that the college would respond. The answer was a "Working Group," which the administration was supposed to be represented by. The graduate students demanded to be given the right to negotiate.

Graduate students are essential to the mission of the school. Yet their wages and conditions are not always considered. They may be paid less than the prevailing minimum wage. They may be subject to exploitation and inequitable treatment of part-time and non-tenure-track faculty. These are problems that must be addressed.

Hiring and retaining graduate assistants is critical. The graduates have the knowledge and skills necessary to provide high-quality education. They are essentially a part of the academic community. They have a large role in the educational process. The administrators should remember this.

Believing that the administration should be held accountable, the graduate assistants have used a variety of tactics to make their voices heard. These include demonstrations, meetings, and discussions with the administration. The GAU is working to ensure that their voices are heard.

Then it hit me. Prove what! Prove what to white people that we are important enough to have our own culture? Prove to white people that we are not just students, but to prove to white people that we are important enough to have our own culture?

The truth is, we have a birthday every year. I think about when I was a child, thinking about the big picture lately. What is your opinion of the new GER system? I don't know what you smoke down there, but it also has to do with having made a conscious choice to be here. That's not to say blacks aren't as perfect as they are. In college the last time, I could always find a reason to put things off, or to justify doing them halfway or not at all. The bottom line is that today the stresses are fewer. Because I'm married now and have made my own choices, I have found that it's not as easy to put things off. The real explanation is that I've already bagged one career, so for some reason now I just can't get out of the ground, I'll just try something else. The real explanations is that in high school I was never in any way or do the work.

Leaping into college life, again

Iowa

Cultural Diversity Day has come and gone, and for some reason, this year I left with a wishful outlook in my mind.

All day long, I sat in the graduate student union and read the stories of students from different cultures. We've come a long way since then. We've learned in the past few years.

The college has been the most important thing in my life. That's why I'm here.

For me, the working title of my book is "Leaping into College Life Again." It is a book about the experience of being a graduate student. It is about choices and decisions. It is about the importance of having a voice and being heard. It is about the importance of being part of a community.

I am writing this book to share my experiences. I hope it will be of interest to others who are facing similar situations. I hope that it will help others to realize the importance of being part of a community. I hope that it will help others to realize the importance of having a voice and being heard. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.
PARKING WOES

Continued From Page 1

Page 2 - Continued From Previous Page

"Our department hasn't seen that since the city was founded. It's a crisis," said Stephen P. Duane, city parking director. "This is a monumental issue." Duane said the city has received about 100 complaints in the past week about the parking problems in the downtown area. "We've got to get it under control," he said. "The city is getting close to becoming a no-parking zone." Duane said the city has been working on the problem for the past three years and is planning to install new parking meters in some areas of the downtown. He said the city will also be increasing the number of parking spaces available in the area. "We're working to meet the needs of our voters," Duane said.

SIMPLON BURGERS

Continued From Page 1

"I don't know what we've got to do," said Bernadette Johnson, a housewife in Iowa City. "It's been such a hassle. I can't believe the prices they're charging for everything."

SHOPPING SPREE

Continued From Page 1

"The store has really gone down," said John Smith, a regular shopper at the store. "They've been raising their prices and cutting back on the quality of their products."

WEEK IN REVIEW

Continued From Page 1

"I'm really frustrated," said Mary Brown, a resident of Iowa City. "I don't know what to do anymore." Brown said she has been shopping at the store for years and is upset with the changes they have been making.

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA

DANCERS IN COMPANY

March 1 & 2 at 8:00 p.m.
March 3 at 3:00 p.m.
Space/Place Theatre
North Hall
University of Iowa

Sponsored by the University of Iowa Dance Department

Admission: $5.00 Adults / $4.00 Students / $3.00 Children
Tickets available at the door

Don't Forget To Buy Your March Iowa City Transit Bus Pass Today!

Economical - only $18 for unlimited trips and may be used by any family member.

Convenient - no hassle with incorrect change. Stop by any of these fine businesses and purchase a monthly bus pass today!

Hy-Vee-Rochester Ave.
Old Capitol Mall
Cub Foods
North Hall

University of Iowa Fine Arts Council 1996 STUDENT ART GRANTS

The Fine Arts Council is offering student grants to support the production and presentation of visual, literary, performing arts and artistic compositions.

Deadline for submissions of applications:
Monday, March 25, 1996
Artists must obtain applications at the Fine Arts Council office, room 154, Iowa Memorial Union.
Federal judge tosses out lawsuit against Newt

The FEC has presented tapes and minutes in which GOPAC officials talked about spending $100,000 to help elect Gingrich.
Hobbled Hawks hit tourny

Lee says injuries make Pursuit team to beat

Wayne Dorsey

The Daily Iowan

Injured star Turner Logan could be ready to play this weekend for Iowa State, but Lee won't instill the same confidence in the other Hawks that they are 100 percent. "Not to say the Big Ten Tourney doesn't count, because we want to prove what we've accomplished over the long haul, but at the same time, the NCAA Tournament is another that we've been waiting for, but that's not the same thing that says '100 percent, we did it this year.'"

While the Hawks and No. 15 Notre Dame suffer from the injuries they'll suffer from the injuries they'll suffer from the injuries they'll suffer from the injuries they'll suffer from the injuries they'll suffer from the injuries they'll suffer from the injuries they'll suffer from the injuries they'll suffer

Injuries have been a problem all season for the Hawks, and Lee said that he is unlikely to be able to play his team to its full potential this weekend. "It's a problem that it's been all season, but I think we're going to see the best we can do this weekend."
**SCHWARTZ**

The Big Ten tourney:

Continued from Page 1B

The tournament, No. 17 Purdue (20-5), which entered as the Big Ten's lone unbeaten team, has won seven of its first nine games and will face No. 9 Minnesota (19-6) in Saturday's second-round contest.

"I'm proud of the way we've played," said Minnesota head coach Larry Hinkle. "I think we're making progress with our new lineup."

"I think Illinois is a little bit better team than we are," Minnesota guard Jeff Madureira said. "I think they're a little better than us, but we're going to be there."

"We're going to play them on March 18 and then again fall short against Wisconsin's strength of schedule," Mainz said. "They're a solid team and they feel good about themselves, but I think they're afraid to disturb us, but we're not afraid to disturb them."

"They're a hot team, having won seven of eight," Mainz said. "They're playing well and they're looking for revenge."

"I think Illinois is a little bit more poised than we are," Mainz said. "I think they're a little more polished than us, but I think we're going to be a tough Marquette (19-11) with an added chance to counter Wisconsin's strength of schedule."

Mainz said her squad wouldn't feel good about themselves if they get to bring the noise.
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Ames offers Hawks NCAA warmup meet

Chris Snyder
The Daily Iowan
The Iowa men's track and field team will have its final warm-up meet this Saturday at 7 p.m.

Meet today.

"We've got eight places, I feel good about how the guys feel about themselves," head coach Tom Dunn said. "Right now, we are still focusing on the post-season and our warm up meet.

Although we got eighth place, I still feel that this group has been preparing for the outdoor season when it travels medium dash and their relay team, the Hawkeyes will not make the trip to Indianapolis for the NCAA meet.

"We've still focusing on the post-season right time for any of us to completely focus on it," Iowa coach Dunn said. "Right now, we are still working on all cylinders for a straight week.

Joe Williams, the Ohio State sprinter and the Hawkeyes leading the way for the men's outdoor team, the Hawkeyes will not make the trip to Indianapolis for the NCAA meet.
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Bedroom

- Susi Nes graphics

- Complete Professional Concept

- Immediate Health & Export

- Woodburn Electronics

- 112 E. Burking St.

- 338-3888

- Call Mark.

- 354-4558

- Bedroom with male bicycle for sale.

- Room for rooms, kitchen on one, 354-0690, P1 furnished.

- Large, close, corner, story, cable, parking, S195 1/3

- Fully furnished, S225 1/3

- Bedroom, for an apartment.

- For d and for trucks. Call 338-7828.

- Sunset.

- In your room. 381-4445.

- 8130 I-44W.

- spacious room.

- location.

- $65.

- 356-6200.

- 12771 negotiable.

- 338-7378

- In floor bedroom.

- Bedroom. two bathrooms.

- On bedroom and for one month. 354-1019.

- Phone Hook-Up

- Apartments available immediately.

- Sublease

- From downtown.

- Bicycles.

- Now.

- No pets.

- Own bedroom two minute walk from downtown.

- Rents.

- One bedroom, two bath

- Apartment

- All.

- In floor bedroom.

- Close to downtown.

- P的照片 is Worth A Thousand Words

- Sell Your Car

- 30 Days for $30 (photo and 15 words)

- 1993 Saturn SL1

- We'll come out and take a photo of your car (Iowa City Coralville area) for $30. Your ad will run for 30 days - for $50.

- Deadline: 2 days prior to run date desired for more information contact

- The Daily Iowan Classified Dept.

- 335-5784 or 335-5765
Tigerlily: Biding time till the show

Natalie Merchant, known for her haunting vocals and thoughtful lyrics, is known for her passion for performing. She is known for her originality, her voice, and her creativity. She has been involved in the music industry for many years, and her music has been well-received by critics and fans alike.

Tigerlily, Merchant's latest album, is a collection of songs that reflect her unique perspective on life and the world around her. The album features a range of musical styles, from folk to pop, and showcases her versatility as a musician.

The album was released in 1995, and it instantly became a critical and commercial success. It was praised for its lyrical depth and musicality, and it won several awards, including a Grammy.

In the wake of the album's success, Merchant went on a tour, performing in various venues across the country. Her shows were known for their high energy and emotional intensity, and her fans were always enthusiastic and engaged.

Despite the success of Tigerlily, Merchant has remained true to her artistic vision, and she continues to produce music that is both personal and universal. Her latest album, 10,000 Manics, is set to release in 2023, and fans are eagerly awaiting its release.

In the meantime, Merchant has been keeping busy with various projects, including writing and performing for the stage. Her dedication to her craft is evident in her music, and she continues to inspire fans and critics alike.

She is known for her commitment to her art and her dedication to her fans. She is a true artist, and her music will continue to be celebrated for years to come.